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State Names Jr.-Sr. High a Reward School

State Bestows Title for School’s Consistent Achievement

The New York State Department of Education has identified the Lake George High
School as a Reward School, recognizing the school as one of the highest achieving
districts in the state. The school is the only one designated as such in Warren and
Washington counties.
“Once again, the Lake George School District has distinguished itself as one of the
area’s best,” said Superintendent of Schools Patrick Dee. “Our students’ performance at
the secondary level comes out on top regionally and in the state. This latest designation is
a testament to the hard work and dedication of our staff, administration and, most of all,
our incredibly committed teachers.”
The Department of Education has identified 250 out of the 4,730 schools statewide
as Reward Schools. Many of the schools earned the honor by improving test scores,
graduation rates and support to at-risk students. However, Lake George Jr.-Sr. High
School merited the designation for consistently achieving high scores in all areas.
“We are part of a very exclusive group of schools with high performance and
expectations,” said Mr. Dee. “We are very proud of that.”
In addition to producing high-achieving students, Lake George High School shows no
significant gaps in achievement. In rating the school, the state notes its high graduation
rates, which it deems must exceed 80 percent. Lake George High School consistently
graduates in excess of 90 percent of its students within 4 years.
The state also looks at students graduating with an advanced designation or a Career
and Technical Education designation. The school must also place in the top 20 percent of
all schools in performance as well as have a history of graduating at-risk students.
“Though we are pleased to be recognized as a Reward School, we refuse to rest on our
laurels,” said Mr. Dee. “Every day, we strive to improve our school, both our methods and
its atmosphere, so that our students can achieve optimum learning in a safe and supportive
environment.”
More information on the New York State Department of Education’s report on can be
found at http://www.p12.nysed.gov/accountability/ESEADesignations.html

Elementary School Raises ELA Test Scores

The New York State Department of Education has removed Lake George Elementary
School from its list of “Schools in Need of Improvement.”
Last year, LGES was recognized as a school in good standing, however, the sub-group
of students with disabilities did not meet standards for the English Language Arts test
scores. Because of this, the school was named a school in need of improvement for special
education students in the area of ELA.
To remedy the score deficit, the staff worked together to develop an improvement plan
for this group of students. The special education department identified the specific needs
of each student. From there, teachers provided additional targeted interventions in their
classrooms and even offered an afterschool program to provide additional support. The
effort combined with classroom instruction and the daily WIN time intervention block
resulted in the students with disabilities scoring higher on the ELA tests.
See Test Scores, Page 7
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Welcome to our new faculty,
staff, and Board members

Carrie Becker
Jr.-Sr. High School Nurse

John Murphy
Board of Education

Megan Coker
Technology Coordinator

James Powell
Board of Education

Lynn Jaeger
Kindergarten Teacher

Maryellen Seaman
Family and Consumer
Sciences Teacher
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Superintendent’s Message

Welcome to the 2012-13 school year.
We have gotten off to an auspicious start with some
wonderful news for our district.
First, we were informed by the New York State Department
of Education that our Jr.-Sr. High School has been named a
“Reward School.” This is a high honor as this designation is
only given to 250 schools out of 4,730 in the state. Often, a
school can be recognized as a Reward School for overcoming
past obstacles. Our Jr.-Sr. High School received the
designation as a result of its years of high student achievement
and our commitment to consistent excellence.
Second, the state also removed our elementary school
from a School in Need of Improvement (SINI) list. The school’s
appearance on the list was a consequence of the state’s
change in scoring students with disabilities. The teachers in
the Elementary School worked diligently throughout last year
to help our disabled students rise to the new standard. As a
result, the students exceeded expectations.
I believe being a “Reward School” and our removal from the
SINI list are a direct result of our outstanding teaching staff and
administration. I would like to thank everyone for their tireless
devotion to our students.
While we are thrilled with the news from the state, this will
still be a challenging year for our district. Every teacher will
undergo a rigorous evaluation. Even teachers with tenure
and years of experience will be reviewed and rated by our
administration. The results of these new evaluations will be
based, in part, on student achievement.
This new system of evaluations is a result of a national
call for accountability. For those who claim teachers aren’t
accountable, I assure you that this performance review will
ensure accountability across the board.
In addition, our district is implementing the new Common
Core Standards in grades K-8 in both English Language Arts
and math. The new curriculum goals are lofty and we will be
asking our parents to help our students with achieving these
new goals in reading, writing, and math.
As the year progresses, faculty and staff will also work on
incorporating the new standards in social studies, which will be
implemented in 2013-14.
Finally, five of our high school classrooms have been
transformed into 21st Century classrooms, enabling students
to engage in their subjects on a deeper, more meaningful level.
I am looking forward to a phenomenal 2012-13 school year.
Please feel free to contact me at any time.
Sincerely,

Superintendent of Schools
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District Classrooms Move into 21st-Century
Technology permeates every part of
Coordinator. “It is going to create
our lives and it can play a large part in
higher levels of thinking and foster
engaging and challenging students.
quality learning experiences.” Despite
That’s why the Lake George
these changes in curriculum, students
School District has committed itself
will not lose their connections to
printed books and texts. These items
to a 21st century model of teaching.
will continue to act as sources of
Incorporating technology, this new
information that supplement the
approach to instruction ensures that
online component to research.
students are invested in learning
and boosting their skills in creative
problem-solving and collaboration
At the Jr.-Sr. High School
necessary to becoming critical
While Common Core expectations
thinkers. It’s all part of a plan to usher Michelle Elder, Social Studies teacher, works with students in are in effect in the 7th and 8th grade
the students into the future – preparing one of the 21st century classrooms.
classrooms, it’s the high school
them to be college- and career-ready.
that enjoys the latest in technologyBelow is a brief description of how each of the schools is
assisted learning thanks to the installation of five 21st-century
assimilating technology into the daily routines.
classrooms.

At the Elementary School

As part of the new Common Core State Standards, teachers
are expected to embed technology into their assignments. For
a classroom project, for example, students will be expected to
know how to navigate digital resources including databases and
online sources to conduct quality research. Students will also be
expected to know how to use a variety of digital and software
programs and develop proficient keyboarding skills.
Bridget Crossman, the library media specialist in the
elementary school, will co-teach with classroom instructors
to guide the students through projects that integrate research
and technology within the core curriculum. These projects are
designed to develop critical thinking skills, which will require
students to ask good questions and be able to evaluate and
synthesize information. These are all skills that are stressed
within the Common Core Standards. In addition, the Common
Core emphasizes the importance of collaboration.
Therefore, many of the projects will require students to use
multimedia tools designed for this purpose. Students will be
creating projects such as classroom ebooks, shared websites,
and informational videos. In order to create these projects,
students will be using a variety of multimedia such as ipods,
imovie, digital cameras and other digital tools.
For example, the fourth graders will be creating book trailers
for the books that they are reading in their ELA groups. For the
assignment, students will be required to collaboratively develop
a digital product with images and audio recordings. This is
where learning the latest in digital technology will be essential.
The Common Core has allowed a move toward project-based
learning at the elementary school. “It is going to be beneficial
for the students to develop projects that integrate all areas of
the curriculum,” says Kelly Buckley, the district’s Curriculum
LAKE GEORGE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

You would recognize a 21st- century classroom immediately
by its look. The old rectangular desks have been replaced by
ones with wheels. This new mobility allows for students to
move desks freely in the classroom, which in turn, allows
students to collaborate more easily with their peers. The desks
are also sized perfectly to accommodate laptops – one for each
student as they learn to research and create projects with the aid
of the Internet.
“I was skeptical at first,” said Trista Tallon who teaches
Global Studies 9 and 10. “But I was shocked by it. The students
are more engaged. This is about self-directed learning.”
Global 9 and 10 was the first to be outfitted as a 21st century
classroom last year. Mrs. Tallon said she was surprised at
how enthusiastically the students responded to learning with
a laptop. After exploring how to research with a slew of
electronic databases, the students will be asked, for example,
about being civilized. Mrs. Tallon will expect them to define
what does it mean and what are the implications.
The students then do the research – sometimes together and
sometimes separately – and create projects explaining their
findings. In addition to research papers, the students often have
the option to create a podcast or a movie, which ultimately
invests the student more heavily in the project.
Mrs. Tallon says she still teaches the old-fashion way – via
lectures. But if she is teaching about the French Revolution,
students can pull up a Google Earth view of the country or
Paris.
“Basically, learning becomes interactive,” said Mrs. Tallon.
“We are very fortunate to have this technology.”
In addition to Mrs. Tallon’s class, four other 21st century
classrooms have also been installed in Shelia Brock’s English
class, Jennifer Johnston’s math class, Nicole McGrath’s science
class, and Michelle Elder’s social studies class.
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Environmental Club/Class Explores

Yearbook Production Is Underway

The 2013 Yearbook is underway.
For information on everything from purchasing books and
sharing photos (yes, parents can enter photos to be included in
this year’s yearbook), to advertisement sales, please ‘like’ us on
Facebook at Lake George Jr. Sr. High School Yearbook or visit us
on our website at https://sites.google.com/a/lkgeorge.org/yearbook/
For design questions, please contact Ms. Michele Niedermeyer
at niedermeyerm@lkgeorge.org or for purchasing information
contact Mrs. Deborah Beck at beckd@lkgeorge.org.

French Immersion Weekend

French students in grades 8 and 9 will be able to practice and
improve their language skills as they participate in an overnight
immersion experience in February 2013. The junior/senior high
school will be converted into a French city and students will
be engaged in various activities for which they will speak only
French.
Students will arrive at school at 1 p.m. on a Saturday. Using the
passports they have prepared in advance, they will pass through
“customs” and then participate in various activities including
obtaining money at an ATM, checking into their hotel, sightseeing
in the city, visiting a zoo, going to a café/restaurant, watching a
French movie, visiting a museum and going to a cybercafé.
This experience is based on immersion weekends that were
sponsored in 1995 and 1998. They were both extremely successful
and we hope to provide a similar adventure for our current
students. For more information contact Mrs. Susan Frost at the
high school at frosts@lkgeorge.org.

‘Like’ Your Library
The high school library is off and running to a great start this
year, with lots of new books, student research, project creation,
and more.
Please follow us on Facebook by “Liking” Lake George HS
Library. You will get updates on events, great new book releases,
fresh resources, and more. We will also share student work and
projects throughout the year.
In addition, please remember that we have ebooks and
audiobooks available to download from OverDrive. You can
access this great tool at our library webpage from www.lkgeorge.
org or go directly to http://wswhe.lib.overdrive.com/. Student
account information is consistent with their school username and
password.
If you would like more information on this, or any other library
resource, please don’t hesitate to email Mrs. Sarah Olson at
olsons@lkgeorge.org.
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The Environmental Club hiked Sleeping Beauty Mountain
in September. Seven students were in attendance along with Mr.
Robert Spath and Mrs. Tammy Darby. It was a gorgeous day and
lunch at the top was amazing.
Mr. Spath pointed out and explained what has happened since a
fire over a decade ago. Students are anxious for the next hike.
That same week, Mrs. Darby’s environmental classes traveled to
the headwaters and mouth of West Brook. Students assessed the
geology, biology, and chemistry at both sites. Students used the
data to compare the changes in a stream from the beginning to end
and to understand how land use impacts the stream itself.
Students enjoyed using the waders and creating stream profiles,
calculating velocity, testing alkalinity and pH, along with collecting
macroinvertebrate samples.
Lunch in Battlefield Park was beautiful as it was a nice day—
bright blue skies, warm yet refreshing air.

Elementary Students Enjoy Summer Reading
New York State expects elementary school children to read a
minimum of 25 books a year.
Over the summer, about 300 of our students got a jump on that
number by reading at least five books. The children recorded their
titles and wrote about the books on reading logs. These books,
suggested by their teachers, were added to each students’ required
reading record for the school year.
All of the students who participated in the summer reading
program celebrated with an ice cream sundae, served up by
Principal James Conway, at the beginning of the school year.
Students also saw their work in classroom displays of their
accomplishments, which included accompanying illustrations
by the primary students, puzzles pieces by the Intermediate I
students, and medals that were received by the Intermediate II
students.
In addition, about 25 elementary students participated in Dream
Big Read! at Crandall Public Library in Glens Falls. For this
program, students set their own reading goals and chose their
own books. Each of those students who participated received a
certificate of achievement at the end of the summer.

French Honor Society Inducts New Members

The Société Honoraire de Français, an honor society sponsored
by the American Association of Teachers of French, welcomes its
newest members for the 2012-13 school year.
They are: Matthew Bureau, Cierra Daubitz, Michael Dreher,
Lillian Hough, Cheyenne Inge, Sarah Jardine, Carson Lambert,
Brandon Matthews, Brooke Nolin, and Austin Zimmerman. They
join continuing members Aftab Bhatti and Morgan Rivette.
To be eligible, these juniors and seniors must be actively involved
in the study of French, have a 90 or above average in French and
an 80 or above average in every other class. Students in the local
chapter of Saint Sacrement gain leadership experience serving
as officers. The Société recognizes high achievement in French.
Students members of FHS wear tri-color cords at graduation and
receive a special seal on their diplomas.
NOVEMBER 2012
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Congratulations to Our
National Senior Honor Society

This year’s 2012-13
inductees to the National
Senior Honor Society are:

Seniors

Ethan Wincowski
Giselle Shaw
Emma Underwood
Davide Cazzulo
Carson Lambert

Juniors

Leighann Bulich
Cheyenne Inge
Molly Sause

Zach Preuss
Michael Dreher
Kellie O’Brien
Paige Edwards
Sam Caron
Brittany Hunt
Ben Smith
Jeff Naftaly
Sarah Jardine
Lillian Hough
Liz Sullivan
Michaela Dunn
Matt Bureau
Brandon Matthews
Lauren Grover

Pick Up the Phone and Donate
The Lake George Scholarship Association will conduct its 16th
Annual Phone-a-Thon from 4 to 8 p.m. on January 10, 2013. The
Lake George National Senior Honor Society students will phone
community members to ask for donations for scholarships that
are later awarded to deserving seniors. Donors may pay on-line
by credit card or they may use a pledge card. More information
is available on the website at www.lgscholarship.org or by calling
Guidance Office at 668-5452.

Children and adults had a fun time at the annual Fall Festival.

PTSO Fall Festival A Success
The Lake George Central School District PTSO would like
to extend a very warm thank you to all who supported the Fall
Festival this past September.
It was truly a community effort and genuine coming together!
We surpassed our fundraising from last year and feel so grateful
that we are underway to continue to support so many great
programs for our students. Thank you!
LAKE GEORGE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Children and adults came together to work on the landscaping of the elementary
school courtyard.

Mainwaring Courtyard Revitalized

The focal point of the Mainwaring Courtyard, named in honor
of former Elementary Principal Richard Mainwaring, is now
complete. Flexi-pave Capital Five volunteered material and
services on Saturday, September 15, and turned our rugged outline
of Lake George into a hardscape, aquamarine model of the real
thing.
LGES teachers, staff, parents, students and Principal James
Conway also spent anywhere from an hour to all day shoveling
stone, pulling weeds and laying down mulch for the future
vegetable garden. By the end of the day, native plants donated by
Fiddlehead Creek Nursery
filled the butterfly garden
and phase 1 of the courtyard
remodel was complete. The
butterfly garden will also
serve as a National Wildlife
Federation monarch weigh
station, lending further value to
the courtyard as an educational This lean-to has a green roof.
resource for students.
But there’s more to do. The
“east side” mountain range of the lake needs to be planted and
the front side of the Adirondack lean-to’s living roof needs to be
installed. Courtyard “lieutenant” and Warren County Cooperative
Extension community garden specialist Bert Weber expects to
have fall projects finished by mid-October, with final construction
and finishing touches planned for spring.
Lake George PTSO would like to extend its thanks to Tree
Care by Stan Hunt for removing initial trees last spring; Richard
Sears Tree Service for removing stumps; Pride’s Corner Farms
of Lebanon, Connecticut, for their donation of 65 plant modules
for the lean-to’s living roof; Glens Falls Hospital for the $5,000
Creating Healthy Places grant that has paid for the majority of the
courtyard’s renovation thus far; SCA Tissue for a $2,500 grant,
much of which is going for the construction of two informational
kiosks that students will use to learn about both the gardens
and the lake; and especially our LG parents, teachers, staff and
students for their many volunteer hours.
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Alex Labruzzo, Engineered for Success

When senior Alex Labruzzo goes off to college next fall, he expects he’ll be ready, thanks to the fine education he
received at Lake George School.
The exceptional math and science student said the Advanced Placement classes that the high school has to offer
make all the difference.
“Because the classes are for college credit, they give you a good idea as to how much work there will be in college,”
said Alex, who hopes to study biomedical engineering at a university next year. “Since it’s a small school, the teachers
have time for you. It also helps to make the transitions, year-to-year, easier.”
Alex, who is a member of National Honor Society, said he also enjoys the spirit of community service that the school
promotes. For example, as a member of the Spanish Honor Society, he and fellow
students worked to collect school supplies and toiletries that they donated to orphans
in Guatamala. In addition, clubs at school got him
involved in volunteering and walking at Relay
for Life in Queensbury. On his own, he serves
and cleans up at dinners at Sacred Heart Roman
Catholic Church.
In addition to community service, Alex is the
captain of the variety football team. He also plays
varsity basketball and is a member of the Varsity Club.
This fall, he’s been busy looking at colleges. He is interested in Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, which is his top choice, as well as Rochester Institute of
Technology and Cornell University. He also will consider Clarkson and Drexel
Universities.
But before he goes off, he is concentrating on his senior courses: AP biology, AP
calculus, English 12, Spanish and Model OAS (Organization of American States) in
which students work as if they were delegates of foreign countries.
“It’s been a good school for me,” said Alex.

Guidelines Transform School Menus; Meals More Nutritious
You may have heard about the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act
and its new nutrition requirements.The new requirements are great
news for our students. They will help Lake George Central School
District build on the work we are already doing to provide more
fruits, vegetables, whole grains and healthier entrees in our school
cafeterias.
Some of the new requirements include:
•	Increasing the amount of fruits and vegetables
•	Reducing the sodium in meals over the next 10 years
•	Setting calorie limits for the first time
•	Increasing whole grains
•	Limiting the amount of meat/meat alternatives and grains
Students will now be required to have ½ cup of fruit or
vegetable on their tray for it to count as a full meal. Anything
less than a full meal will be charged at a la carte prices. We plan
to offer a variety of fruits and vegetables daily to give students
more options in the hopes that choosing fruits and vegetables will
become second nature.
Schools are now limited on how much meat/meat alternative
and grains can be offered. This means that some of the main
dish servings may not be as large as they have been in the past.
Remember, there will be more fruits and vegetables available to
fill out the meal and ensure students have plenty to eat.
In Lake George, we have already made progress toward
meeting the new requirements.
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Here is what are we doing:
• Fresh fruit and vegetables are served every day.
•	Sandwiches are served on whole grain and or whole wheat
bread and rolls.
• Most pasta served is whole grain.
• Milk that is available is only low-fat or fat-free.
• Main dishes have been changed to reduce sodium.
•	Dark green and orange vegetables are served weekly.
•	Dried beans have been incorporated into some of the recipes.
•	Salads with mixed greens are available every day.
We’ll face some challenges to meet the new requirements on a
limited budget, but our school nutrition program will work hard to
make these healthy changes for our students and make each meal
something our students will enjoy.
The school nutrition program needs the support of parents to
succeed. Parents can support this effort by encouraging your child
to give the healthier meals a try, talking about the healthy options,
or simply introducing your child to these healthy changes at home.
You are your child’s primary role model. When they see you
choose healthy foods, they are more likely to choose them as well.
When they see you choose healthy foods, they are more likly to
choose them as well. For more information on the HHFKA, go to:
www.fns.usda.gov/end/governance/legislation/cnr_2010.htm.
If you have any concerns, please feel free to contact us at
chamberlaina@lkgeorge.org.
NOVEMBER 2012
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Thank You For Taking
Our Budget Exit Poll

The district would like to thank the 560 voters who participated
in the exit poll during our budget vote last May. The results of that
poll, which we placed on our website shortly after the vote, can be
found at http://www.lkgeorge.org/district.cfm?subpage=511798.
Your views on the budget and the district mean a lot to us at
Lake George as this school belongs to the community. Therefore,
we’d like to respond to some of the comments and suggestions that
were offered.
Many who participated in the survey mentioned they were
distressed by the long wait to vote. While we were thrilled with the
turnout, we understand this can cause congestion at the polls. We
will be reviewing the process to see what areas we can improve
upon.
You can assist with speeding up the process by making sure
you, your family, and friends are registered to vote with the school
district. Please contact the District Clerk at 668-5456 x1207 or at
dougallp@lkgeorge.org with any questions regarding voting.
While there were comments regarding the new location, the
District feels that the enhanced parking and accessibility make
Lake George Elementary School a better location. Again, we will
be looking at ways to try to alleviate any problems.
A majority of respondents indicated that they received their
information via this publication, The Post-Star, and friends and
family.
The budget workshops and website were also cited, after
personal sources such as family and district employees. News &
Views for the 2013-14 budget will contain as much accurate and
timely information as we can possibly fit in! The District will also
work on other communication methods, such as the school website
and budget workshops.
Finally, the Board of Education and administration will continue
to look for savings and cost cutting ideas that do not impact student
programs. Most respondents wanted to see cost containment
without hurting the students. This will be an overarching goal of
our budget process.
If you have any further questions about the survey, please email
Superintendent of Schools Patrick Dee at deep@lkgeorge.org.

Test Scores Improve Thanks
to Staff at Elementary School
Continued from Page 1
“I would like to thank our team of teachers for helping our
students with disabilities improve in ELA,” said Patrick Dee,
Superintendent of Schools. “Elementary School Principal Jim
Conway as well as the faculty, staff, and parents brought student
learning to the forefront and it shows.”
For more information on the designation and the newly adopted
standards, please feel free to call Principal James Conway at
668-5714.
LAKE GEORGE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Sarah Kohls, On the Offense

Life is good for Sarah Kohls. The 11-year-old is in her last
year at the elementary school and is enjoying her role, along
with her classmates, as a senior student.
“It’s not much different, but I’m excited,” said Sarah. “More
kids look up to you when you are the oldest.”
Students have a lot to look up to in Sarah. She’s a top
student who likes math – “multiplication and long division are
my favorites” and loves art with Mrs. Alison Darbee.
“I like sketching,” said Sarah. “When we go to art, our
teacher asks us to sketch something specific like a picture
of you riding to school on
an animal from the sea.
I was on a fish with my
backpack.”
Sarah’s greatest passion
and pleasure is soccer,
however. She plays left
offense all year-round – on
the local Youth Commission
team, which her father, Steve, coaches, as well as the Alley
Cats in Albany. The Cats kick the ball around winter, spring
and summer.
“We go to Albany because it is a better league than what we
have here, so I get better, faster,” she said.
She’s eager to start at the junior high where she will play
modified. And it’s her dream to play professionally.
In the meantime, she spends a lot of time with her family
and friends – skiing at Gore and Whiteface mountains and
traveling to Cincinnati, the city of her birth, as well as Myrtle
Beach and Florida.
“I love planes. I like to look out the window and watch the
clouds.”
She is one of four children. She helps her mother, Laura, at
home with her brother, John, a 14-year-old who has cerebral
palsy and is in a wheelchair.
“It’s a little different having a brother in a wheelchair,” said
Sarah. “My friends ask me a lot of questions about it. I don’t
mind.”
In addition, she has a
sister, Rebecca, who is 9,
and a baby brother, Thomas,
who is 4.
Her advice to other
elementary students, and
this goes for her siblings too,
“Keep on going. If you don’t
keep on going, you might get
down. It’s happened to me,
but I kept on going and it got
better.”
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New Common Core Curriculum Enters Classrooms

With the state’s adoption of the
‘The teachers worked very hard
Common Core State Standards, the
this summer. They came in
knowledge bar has been raised for
early and stayed late to ensure
students in grades K-8. The new
they were September-ready.’
standards, which were implemented in
—Kelly Buckley, Curriculum Coordinator
September, expect a broader and deeper
proficiency from students in both English
massive change for all districts, yet the
Language Arts and math.
Lake George Central School District is
Due to the changes in ELA standards,
well-prepared.
students are expected to read more nonMany teachers worked through
fiction, and to read and write at a higher,
the
summer months to map out their
critical level, beginning in Kindergarten.
curriculum,
based on the Common Core
With the changes in the math
State
Standards.
standards, students will learn more
“The teachers worked very hard
difficult concepts at an earlier age and
this
summer,” said Kelly Buckley, the
apply that knowledge to real-world
district’s
Curriculum Coordinator. “They
situations. There is also an emphasis on
came
in
early
and stayed late to ensure
math fact knowledge and recall.
they
were
September-ready.”
The changes in both subjects, which
Ms. Buckley helped facilitate this
also embrace the use of technology in
process,
as she spent the last year
the classroom, are expected to lead to
delving
into
these new standards. She
competent learners in math and language
worked
with
teachers when sequencing
fluency. The goal is to prepare students
their
content,
tapping new resources
for the college and career track.
for
teaching,
and
updating classroom
Certainly, the new standards mark a

assessments.
Rubicon Atlas is one tool teachers
found helpful in adopting the new
federally established standards. Rubicon
Atlas allows teachers to build their
curriculum maps, create calendars for
year-long instruction, and easily view
their colleagues’ courses all online.
“This gives the teachers a chance
to browse the curriculum taught by
their colleagues,” said Ms. Buckley.
This connection between disciplines
encourages interdisciplinary instruction
across the content areas.
For example, a science teacher can see
what books students are reading in ELA
and create a science lesson based on one
of the books.
This school year is just the start of
changes in standards. Next year, the high
school will be implementing new ELA
and math standards while grades K-8 will
be looking at new standards in science
and social studies.

